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Overview 1: main ingredients

• A meaningful model of sovereign default, along the lines of
Arellano (2008, AER)
I Where default comes at bad times

• A potential for self-fulfilling (sunspot coordinated) defaults a
la Cole and Kehoe (1996, 2000)
I If markets expect a higher probability of default, they charge a

higher price, which indeed makes default more likely
I But for the same debt stock and a lower expected probability,

the lower spread leads to a less likely default
I How did Arellano avoid this “crisis zone”?

• A political economy argument leading to high impatience
(βR ≪ 1), which prevents countries from avoiding the crisis
zone

• Adding a bailout mechanism (“EFSF”)
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Overview 2: the setup

• The country has a random endowment, borrows from
international markets but may decide to default

• In case of a default, there is a one time output loss and a
stochastic exclusion from financial markets

• Markets price the bond according to expected default

• The country selects its debt and default decision optimally

• There is a potential for a (higher price) bailout facility, which
can buy part or all of the contry’s new debt

• The main question is whether and how such a facility would
influence debt levels, default probabilities, the existence of
a crisis zone and whether the stationary debt level is inside
the crisis zone
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Overview 3: (tentative) results

• Without the bailout, there is in general a crisis zone

I Depending on βR, the stationary level of debt is either (much)
below the crisis zone (for βR ∼= 1), or inside it (βR ≪ 1).

• One can set up and define a “minimum actuarially fair bailout
mechanism”:

I Which is ready to buy debt at the “no crisis zone” price up to a
limit

I The limit is such that this guarantee eliminates the crisis zone,
and the market price equals the bailout facility’s price

• One can also consider different bailout mechanisms
(exogenous price guarantees) which appear to eliminate
default risk, but in fact they gradually move to country again
into the crisis zone
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Overview 4: some technical issues not yet resolved

• The FOC calculation seems to become “hopelessly messy”
(even in the no bailout case)

• Is there a way around – say, to be able to prove existence,
some sort of uniqueness (through general fixed point
theorems), or would then the “macro paper” become a
“contract theory” paper entirely?

I Not sure how Arellano avoided this – maybe through some
special cases, or some assumptions she made (or did not make)
were that pivotal? Or she managed to establish her results
without referring to the government FOC?

I Can we rule out the multiple FOC cases by some assumptions?
I Or can we select the right one (may still be unique) and work

with the FOC locally?
I Can a specific, simplified example help?
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Discussion 1: Approaches to sovereign risk

• The contract theory approach: trying to understand
(potentially dynamic) repayment incentives

I How is it possible that there is sovereign lending despite a clear
lack of contract enforceability

I Cannot (or at most rarely) get default in equilibrium with
contingent contracts!

• A behavioral finance/global games approach

I Is market pricing correct?
I Is there a Knightian uncertainty aspect, leading to occasional

“big shifts” when the “relevant worst case scenario” changes
(realizing that “advanced countries may also default”)?

I Is there a coordination issue, related to rollover risk and
potentially leading to “speculative runs” on sovereigns?
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Sovereign risk approaches cont.

• The fiscal limit approach: default if indebtedness exceeds a
(random) treshold
I Default is not strategic
I Repayment incentives are not an issue

• The macro approach: postulate some “plausible ad hoc” costs
of default
I Like a one time utility/output loss, and/or a permanent (or

random) exclusion from financial markets
◃ Contracts are usually noncontingent
◃ Default does happen – and they can even help in making

contracts more contingent
◃ Quantification: calibration to macro aggregates like default

frequency, comovement with GDP etc., average spread, spread
volatility, comovement with GDP etc.

• More papers in the intersection would be welcome
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This paper

• Comes from the macro approach, with some market
coordination (crisis sunspot) involved

• But with a bailout facility, we do run into repayment incentive
issues!
I Why? Because the facility may decide to charge an increasing

spread, go below the actuarially fair price to make the country
hold/accumulate less debt

◃ In other words, the facility may want to, and might be able to
act strategically in its price and quantity limit decision – hence
influence default probabilities!

◃ Note that there is a possibility of a ”price punishment” – q below
the actuarially fair value (Benczur-Ilut evidence)

I It then becomes an issue of how and why the other costs of
default emerge, and who can influence them

◃ If the utility loss and/or expected exclusion are set high enough,
they might be able to eliminate the crisis zone or even default
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Discussion 2: about bailout mechanisms

• What “bailout dynamics” would be interesting?
I A gradual buildup of the facility holding more and more debt,

but (hopefully) also a gradual reversal to market funding after
some good shocks?

I Like sovereigns going into arrears but then clearing them

• What is special about the bailout facility? If it is actuarially
fair and limited, banks or big funds could do the same!

• When the (minimum) guarantee itself is enough to implement
the ”no crisis zone” equilibrium, the outcome may be very
vulnerable to temporary market pricing anomalies

• The appendix considers further bailout cases, which are not
constrained to be (minimum) actuarially fair
I There the guarantee leads to a higher amount of debt, roughly

similar price and (strictly nonzero!) default probability
I Does the bailout make then sense at all?
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Some small issues (optional)

• Default at bad realization – can get from an investment
approach

• No self insurance (cash hoarding) after a default?
• Are equations 2-3 in line with the assumption later on that
there is a part of debt which is from the bailout facility and
potentially priced differently from markets? Shouldn’t we
then also keep track of its share?

• Why are the sunspots uncorrelated (with each other and also
with other random variables like the cost of default and
output)?

• There seems to be an assumption that after a default, markets
believe that the country would always default and hence they
refuse to lend. Is it thus a permanent exclusion? Is it
necessary, or only technical?
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Conclusion

• Very relevant and topical paper

• The current results are not (yet) very positive about the EFSF:

I Either it should have worked out much better
I Or it would only delay the “day of reckoning”

• I would be curious to see

I more on repayment incentives, either by markets or the bailout
facility (“the EU”) itself

I more on what is special about the bailout facility – why cannot
big banks do the same?
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